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PCR Lesson 29 Study Guide II 
 
Objectives 
 
1. To meet somebody in the airport 
2. To see somebody off in the airport 
3. To talk about travel 
 
Step 1. Review the first part of the narrative 
 
Say the following words and phrases in Chinese: 
go to... 
airport 
to see somebody off 
will, to be going to 
to part 
to be willing to 
to leave 
to thank, to be grateful to 
progress, to make progress 
therefore 
should 
hard working 
 
Answer the following questions: 
 
1. ��������	
�� 
2. ��������� 
3. ���������������� 
4.  !"#� !$$%&'(wèishénme, why)()*+, 
5. *+,-&' 
6. ������%&'./01 
 
Step 2 Listen and learn more 
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New words and phrases 
9:             jiànmiàn         to meet each other 
=>             zhàoxiàng        to tak a photo 
H�             zhùyì            to pay attention to 
IJ             shēntǐ           body, health 
MN             fàngxīn          to be at east 
UV             nánguò           to be sad 
]^             xiàtiān          summer 
a^             qiūtiān          fall 
f�             qǐfēi            to take off 
Qmno         yílù píng'ān     a good trip 
 
Answer the following questions: 
 
1.���������� 
2.��0156	
9: 
3.����;;6���p&' 
4. !$$G���H�&' 
5.���-&' 
6.LL����OPp&' 
7.����LL0UV� 
8.��XYZ?�78[������&'bc� 
9.���OP�bcA����d�� 
10.��C�f��Ahij��k&' 
 
Step 3. Grammarf highlights 
 
a.The negative command in Chinese is expressed by using the construction WqVq(�) . 
(Don’t do something). In most southern parts of China, 3� is used instead. Also note that 
“�” implies that somebody is doing something and the other party tries to stop (interrupt) 
the action. 

 
  Wg�   3�g� Do not leave. (Somebody is going to learve.) 
  Wr�   3�r� Stop singing. 
  Ws�   3�s� Stop dancing. 
  W-�   3�-� Stop talking 
  Wt�   3�t� Stop doing (it). 
  W[�   3�[� Stop reading (watching)… 
 
How to say it in Chinese? 
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Don’t forget (it). 
Stop looking for (it). 
Stop talking. 
Don’t leave. 
Stop playing. 
Stop drinking. 
Don’t be sad. 
 
b. There is a common construction in Chinese: Topic-Comment Construction where the 
comment is a sentence. Read the grammar note 3 on page 357 of the textbook. It is called 
“Sentence with a subject-predicate construction” in the textbook. 
 
The underlined part in the following sentences is the topic, the double underlined part is the 
comment (it is a sentence by itself). They may (may not) be seperated by a comma: 
  
u;;LL, IJv'w 

x��y, z�#3{4 

�i, |}0~AZ���0h4 

�i��, ��K3K 

The topic is something definite or specific. This is something one is talking about. The 
comment is something that is talked about the topic. A rough English translation might be: 
“As for…,…”, “Regarding…, …” 
 
Please look at the Exercise 5 on page 359. Compare the English sentences with the above 
examples (except for 2) 
 
Step 4  Do your Homework 2 
 

End of Study Guide II, PCR Lesson 29 
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